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Analysis ofthe reasons why roulette gaming tables lose, by George Melas
IN COMPARISON TO other gambling

INGAe ON

average, the House Adivamage of the

games, roulette is termed a 'bankers

Prior to gaming action, the cash Cage

game' as the players wager their bets
against the fmancial resources of the

issues a tray of cash chips to the table;
these comprise the (starting) table

table (the 'Bank') and not amongst one
another - Gaming Act 1968(a). The

'Float', namely the fmancial resources
required by the Bank to pay for success

game is also one of the easiest to playas

ful wagers. Since the players are

The value of the Float also changes

previous

neither

encouraged to wager their bets in

as the dealer pays out successful

assumed nor expected.
The modern interpretation of Euro

colour chips (often referred to as wheel
checks) rather than in cash chips or
cash, the chips arc madc of different

wagers and collects lost bets.When the
level of the Float drops below a certain
cash value or if the dealer is unable to

colours in order to distinguish one

meet the payment of a successful
wager (when the player is said to have

knowledge

is

pean-style roulette consists of a table
haVing upon it a printed layout of num
bers ranging sequentially from 0
through to 36.A player, or a number of
players, place their bets upon this lay
out and await the result of a' spin'.
At the beginning of the spin a ball is
sent around the periphery of a wheel;
it slows, and finally comes to rest in
one of thirty seven (37) pockets,
which correspond to the numbers of
the layout - thus determining the

player from another.
Unlike cash chips, the colour chips
have no fixed monetary value; their
cash value depends on the player.This
value remains with the colour until
the player exchanges the colour chips
for cash chips; these cash chips can be
cashed only at the Cage. The colour is
then 'marked down' by the dealer to

Handle less the percentage that corre
sponds to successful wagers. Hold
values also fluctuate, but most opent
tors agree that 20 to 25 per cent of the
Drop is typicalfor'singJe zero' roulette.

'broken' the Bank) additional cash
chips, or 'Fills', are requested from the
Cage. Conversely, when the Float
exceeds a certain cash level the dealer
returns the excess cash chips, or 'Cred
its', to the Cage for credit.
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its default cash value until selected by

According to the Gaming Clubs

the next player. The default cash value

(Banker's Games) Regulations 1994, sec

of the colour is usually zero 

tion 4(4): "The game of roulette shall be

wager against the Bank at anyone spin.
Rules, regulations and legislation

although in certain financial tracking
systems it assumes the value of the
minimum Umit.
When the player buys chips for cash,

govern not only the gaming proce
dures and the payouts of the game,

the dealer'drops'the cash into the cash
box.The 'Drop' refers to the total cash

played with a single ball with a roulette
wheel having thirty seven equal com
partments, and no more 0, which shall
be numbered (in any order) from 0 to
36". According to section 4(5): "Any

but also the suitability of the Casino
operator and staff to be engaged in

(and credit) the players have wagered

licensed gaming. Further controls
apply to vet the players' qualifications

tinue gaming, the cash they handle
(known as the 'Handle') varies as their

for membership and suitability to par

successive wagers win and lose. The
house expects to retain, or 'Hold', on

player(s) success or otherwise. The
table's minimum and maximum limits
enable the house to control the
amount of betting the players can

ticipate in the game.
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wager in relation to roulette shall be
payable, if won, at the odds indicated
above right, and shall be a wager that the
score in the game will be".
The odds and the payouts are calcu
lated according to the probability of
the bet being successM; low probabil-
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1 of 18 nos.
(Excluding 0)
Colour

Straight p
Split
Stlleet
Comer
Six Line
Dozen,
Column
High,l.ow
Odd,Even
Red,

ACbevaf

35: 1
17:1

En PleitJ

o
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True Odds

2.70%

Doubl- 0
37: 1

Transive.rsale

ILl

34: 3

2,70%
.. 70%

En Carre

8' 1

3:4

2.70%

Wxajn

5:1

31:6

2.70%

3 :3
34: 4
32: 6
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2:1
2; 1

25 :12
25 :12
19 :18
19 :18
19 :18
19:18

2.70%
2, 0%
1.35%.
1.35%.
1.35%.
1.35%8

26 :12
26 :12
20 :18
20-:18
20 :18
20 :18

Colonne
lmpair,Patr

1 :1
1 :1

Rouge

1 :1

Passe, Manque

Black
Noir
One of tWenty-four specific numaers

@

rru Odds
Single 0
6: 1
35; 2

Odds

1 numDer
1 of2 n05.
lof3:nos..
1 of 4 nos.
1 of6 nos.
10f 1~ os.
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36: 2

ILA.

5,.2 %
5.26%
5.26%
-.26%

5.26%
5,26%
.26%

5.26%.
5:26%.

.26%.
5.26%.

1 :2

Hence, 'double zero' roulette is iflegal for use in licensed Casinos in the UK.
According to section 4(6) of the 1994 Regulations: "Any wager that the score in the game will be one of 18 specific
numbers not including 0 shall be SUbject to the limitation that, if the score should be 0, the stake will be divided
equally between the bank and the person wagering". On an even money bet, the wager is held 'En Prison'. The
player may surrender one half of the wager, 'Partage', or leave the wager En Prison for the next spin; a win releases
the wager. The House Advantage for the En Prison bet is 1.3878percent.
If the En Prison and Partage rules were to apply, the House Advantage would be reduced to 2.6 per cent.

itywagers attract high payouts and vice
versa. It can be seen that the 'Straight
Up' bet, for instance, offers the lowest
probability of winning but attracts the
maximum payment. Considering that
the player retains the winning wager,
the Straight Up bet should be paid at
36:1 rather than at 35:1 as legislation
directs; the difference of 36/37 or 2.7
per cent is referred to as the House (or
Casino)Advantage.
The House Advantage is a small
levy imposed by legislation on play
ers' winnings designed to contribute
towards the cost of the operator's
overheads and the service the hou~e
provides to its players,
In the case of the double zero'tradi
tional' American-style wheel, with 38
pockets offering the same payouts, the
House Advantage ranges from 36/38 or
5.26 per cent for the StrJight Up bet,
to 3138 or 7.89 per cent for the 5·oum
ber bet - ie: 1, 2, 3, 0, 00 - which is
paid at 30:5 rather than at 33:5, as it
should be. This makes double zero
roulette relatively unattractive to play-

ers, as is reflected by the relative
unpopularity of the game when com
pared with single zero roulette.

A T8 YOf BlE SS
Under ideal circumstances, winning
bets will balance out with losing bets;
this cancellation allows the operator to
retain the House Advantage. In the real
world, however, there may be more
winners than there are losers - the
house must make up for the difference.
This is also true when players take

Management
'Management'relates to the quality of
the house's administration in terms of
the operational, tactical and strategic
decisions. These decisions require
appropriate and effective supporting
administrative structures. In addition,
detailed knowledge of and experience
in roulette financial system behaviour
is essential. Clearly, when table loss
becomes evident, timely and effective
managerial action is urgently required.

advantage of a condition which causes
the House Advantage not to be main
tained.Analysis of the process by which
the loss is derived shows that the fac
tors whose chance interaction
influences the eventual financial out
come of the game can be classified as:
•

Management (& Staff);

•

Random Chance;

• Players;
• Equipment.
Their combined effects are depicted
under the headings of'Players' ,'Manage
ment'and'Equipment', (see Figure 1).

RANO(!)M CHANCE
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The interaction between 'Manage
ment' and 'Players' defmes the type of
control the Management can exert on
the Players. Examples of such control

and the player strategy. Player strate
gies vary from blind betting (Ad Hoc)
and mathematical syst 'ms - eg:
D'A1embert, Martingale,Accumulation,

of any mechanical disturbance due to
movement, misuse or damage.

might include the criteria for member
ship, the house rules, the gaming
procedures, the table Limits and any
marketing exercises needed to
increase the Drop rates.
The interaction between 'Manage
ment' and 'Equipment' assesses the
quality and suitability of the gaming
Equipment in terms of player-accep
tance, sccurity, running costs and
Suitability for high Drop rates.A benefi
cial interaction here will give the
Casino operator confidence that the
HOllscAdvantage can bc maintaincd.
This interaction also encompasses
considerations relating to the gaming
staff themselves - the dealer, the
inspector and the pit boss.
It relates not only to the staff's effi

Labouchere and Tiers EtTout - to sys
tems involving skill and skill allied to
chance - eg: 'Clocking the Wheel' or
taking an advantage o. some impelfec
tion in the system, perhaps damaged or
incorrectly used equipment.

Random chance governs the interaction
of all the factors contributing to t;l.bl~
loss. It imposes statistical uncertainty on
the Hold, irrespective of any accentua
tion due to Management action, Player
behaviour or EqUipment function.

ciency, the quality of their training and
their effectiveness in administering
gaming procedure according to the
house rules, but also to the proper use
and maintenance of the Equipment in
accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations - all too often
neglected by a busy operator and staff.

Random Chance

Equipment
'Equipment'refers to the suitability,
quality and choicc of the apparatus
required for a specific type of gaming
action. Requirements vary from the
needs of a single table operation to
thosc of thc largest Casinos. Wbatever
the nature of the concern, the operator
must have the confidence in the equip
ment supplier; in practice this is often
tested by the supplier's reaction to an
operator in need. Considerations here
include security aspects and the cor
rect combination of the various devices
is of great importance, as is the need for
the necessary service and maintenance

The adverse effects which Manage
ment and staff can have upon a lable's
financial performance are well known.
Less well understood, however, is table
loss attributable to natural phenomena.
The term 'random' means the 'absence
of bias', therefore implying that every
number has an equal chance of being
selected by the random chance
process. Pearson's Chi-Squared ( X')
statistic tests for randomness, so if' the

X' values of a gaming session lie within
the expected distribution (see Figure
2) the winning numbers are likely to
have been selected by the random
chance process.

procedures cmcial to the identification
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The term 'Players' embraces factors
relating to the quality of the house's
clientele.These factors may be express
ed in terms of the Player's available
funds or credit. Wealthy Players indulg
ing in long periods of high rate wager
ing have often been responsible for high
Drop rates and great house losses.
The interaction between 'Players'
and 'Equipment' refers to the betting
mode in terms of the width, the depth
and the rate of wagers - the player
worth - as well as the length of play
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Loss due to Random Chance
Over a large number of spins the proba
bility of each winning number being
equally selected by the random
chance process diminishes - some
numbers are likely to occm more often
than others (see Figure 3). Dynamic
representation ofwioning number pat
terns confirms that the frequency of
individual occurrences of winning
numbers fluctuates from one spin to
the next according to random chance
- with a corresponding fluctuation in
the HouseAdvantage (see Figure 4).
Consequently, when the players
happen to wager their bets on num
bers that occur more often than they
'should', the Dank will pay more on
successful wagers than it will recoup
through lost bets. The magnitude of
the loss depends essentially on the ran
dom chance, the value of the wagers,
the wagering rate, the table limits and
the quality of Management.
With reference to Figure 3 it can be
seen that the winning numbers are not
distributed equally between the
Dozens The phenomenon of one of the
Dozens prevailing was first exploited in
1984 by Reimond Bergwell (Emopean
Patent Application 0151376) by claim
ing a calculator for recording and
displaying winning numbers in
roulette. The device 'reveals informa
tion as to the tendency of the outcome
of winning munbers'.

Loss due to Skill
allied to Chance
According to dictionary definition, the
term' random' refers to 'events with an
unpredictable outcome'. However,
tests llsing a high pratIle roulette
whee! over many thousands of spins,
whilst producing
values that He
within the expected distribution (see

t
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Figure 3

Figure 2), have still given rise to win
ning numbers which are clearly
predictable. This 'anomaly' was tIrst
made public in the UK hy a Daily Mail
reporter on January 15th 1982 when
'two Las Vegas gamblers hit town' and
consistently won a lot of money at the
roulette tables of several Casinos,
including the Rubicon Sporting Club.
When they were 'arrested for pos
sessing a sub-miniature radio link' they
claimed to have invented an 'unbeat
able' system for winning at roulette.
Having helped the police with their
inquiries for two days in the cells of a
Northampton Police Station, the gam
blers were released and 'given the
opportunity to repeat their perfor
mance' under close supervision, but
this time with no money at stake.
It was reported in the newspapers
at the time that the team picked the
winning number on average 'four out
of every five spins of the roulette
wheel' .The pair insisted that their sys
tcm was based on complex
mathematical workings.The results of
a subsequent investigation by the
author suggested that the gamblers
took advantage of a natural phenome
non to predict a deterministic system
and then applied computtT technol
ogy to speed up their calculations.
The key aspects of their system cen
tred on the observation that the last
rotations of the roulette ball are very
much alike on every spin (whether ini
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tially fast or slow) and that the dealer,
instinctively spinning the rotor at a
fairly 'constant' speed, enabled the
wheel to be used as a clock to predict
the ball's landing area - hence the
term 'Clocking the Wheel'.
A small correction was made to the
betting mode to allow for the effects of
the large PTFE ball; the direction of
rotation was found to be unimportant.
Three years later, Nevada legislation
outlawed devices that projected the
outcome of the game.
Following the results ofthe investiga
tion,
which
highlighted
the
shortcomings of the high profile wheel
at low rotor speeds - and the limita
tions of the Chi-squared statistic - John
Huxley manufactured and marketed the
first low-profile (Mk.3) traditionalAmer
ican roulette wheel in 1982; the low
profile wheel reduced the effects of
clocking at low rotor speeds.
The author continued the research
and by 1997 several pocket designs had
been tested ranging from the scalloped
shaped divider ring, which first
appeared on Page 41 of the catalogue
of H.C.Evans & Co of Chicago, Illinois,
in 1918, to the pyramid or rather the
Starburst wheel.The Starburst wheel is
the registered design of John Huxley;
laboratory tests confirm that the Star
burst design reduces the coefficient of
cloclting to such an extent as to make
any attempt of prediCting the winning
number futile. Clearly, the Chi-Squared
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In order to contain table loss efficiently,
it must be assessed in real time. This
may be done by constantly evaluating
the following parameters:
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e The Float, indud ing Fills and Credits;
eTheDrop;

Ii

• The value of wagers placed on
the Layout;
• The Winning NWllber.
If the winning nwnbcr is predicted
(within the bounds of probability), the
profit or loss can be ascertained prior
Figure 5

to the outcome being declared by the

statistic cannot test the 'predictability'
of the outcome; a different method is

fore, inappropriate to indicate that the
players have any advantage from which

dealer.With the advent of low cost opti
cal systems, transponder technology

required, which will be the subject of

they are likely to profit. As the number

another publication.

of spins increases the x' gives a better
indication of bias (see Figure 5)

and computer power it may not be
long before this feature becomes com

Loss due to Bias

There are occasions, however,

monplace. New generation wheels
resistant to clocking at very low rotor
speeds, like the Huxiey Starburst
wheel, would prove a challenge not

When one or more winning numbers
have a better or worse (rather than

when subtle bias becomes apparent
only after many thousands of spins

equal) chance of being selected, then
the selection process is unlikely to be
attributed to random chanee alone and

whilst the outcome of individual gam
ing sessions (whether over days or
weeks) is effectively random subject

the outcome is said to be biased. The Xl
is a fairly sensitive indicator of bias, but

to chance. Under these conditions it is
debatable whether players are likely

Advances in opto-sensor technology,

care should be taken to ensure that any

to observe, record and enter thou

transponders and roulette wheel

conclusion drawn from it alone is
meaningful. On a very small number of

sands of Winning numbers in their
own Personal Computers over many

spins, the x' value tends to fluctuate
widely with random chance. It is, there-

months of observations, only to risk
the operator suhstituting the wheel or

......................... " "
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only to humans but also to Clocking
systems as well.

1U TRE OS
design allow for the development of
fully automated financial packages,
player tracking and roulette-behaviour
modules to be incorporated in expert
systems.The benefits include the evalu
ation of profit and loss in real time and
the projected table loss lllily serve as an
early warning system.
It appears that technical 'know how'

is confmed to reputable snpplkrs with
many year.' of experience and large
research budgets - a service the aver
age supplier is unable to provide to its
customers.The research continues... ! •

